
 
  

From Bishopstown Stud 
20    20
  Ela-Mana-Mou Pitcairn 

Rose Bertin Snurge   Finlandia  Faraway Son 
Musical II 

  Roselier  Misti IV 
Peace Rose 

BAY GELDING (IRE) 
April 2nd, 2003 
(Registered in 
Weatherby's Non 
T.B. Stud Book) 

 

Orwell Rose 
(IRE) 
(1990)   Luck Daughter  Lucky Brief 

Ali's Daughter VI 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

N.B. Sold with Pre-Sales Veterinary Certificates. (See Conditions of Sale). 
  
1st dam 
ORWELL ROSE (IRE): ran once in a N.H. Flat Race and ran a few times in point-to-

points; dam of 6 foals; 3 runners; 1 winner: 
Shining Lights (IRE) (f. by Moscow Society (USA)): 5 wins, £36,256 viz. winner 

of a N.H. Flat Race; also 3 wins over hurdles to 2006 and placed 4 times and 
winner over fences and placed 6 times; also winner of a point-to-point. 

Rippling Waves (IRE) (g. by Montelimar (USA)): placed twice over hurdles; also 
placed 3 times in point-to-points. 

Moscow Belle (IRE) (f. by Moscow Society (USA)): placed over hurdles. 
She also has the above gelding and a 2-y-o colt by Great Palm (USA). 
  
2nd dam 
LUCK DAUGHTER: 3 wins over fences inc. Goffs Thyestes Extended H. Chase, 

L.; also 3 wins in point-to-points and placed; dam of 5 foals; 3 runners; a winner: 
Miners Luck: 2 wins over hurdles and placed. 
Lucky Brush (IRE): placed 3 times over fences; also 3 wins in point-to-points. 

  
3rd dam 
ALI'S DAUGHTER VI (by Baba Ali): unraced; dam of 7 foals; 7 runners; 4 winners: 

LUCK DAUGHTER: see above. 
Kilbride Lady VI: 2 wins viz. winner over hurdles and winner over fences and 

placed 5 times; dam of 4 winners: 
Aston Express: 8 wins, £45,801 viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also 4 

wins over hurdles and placed 3 times inc. 2nd Crown Paints Novices' Hurdle, 
L. and 3 wins over fences and placed 9 times inc. 2nd Cathcart Challenge 
Cup Steeplechase, L., West of Scotland Pattern Novices' Chase, L.. 

Bowlands Way: placed twice in N.H. Flat Races; also 3 wins over hurdles and 
placed 6 times and placed twice over fences. 

Brighter London: 3 wins viz. winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed 3 times; 
also 2 wins over fences and placed 7 times. 

Kilbride Star: winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed twice. 
Adam's Company: placed over fences; also 3 wins in point-to-points. 
Heknowyou (IRE): winner of a point-to-point and placed. 
Kilbride Madam: unraced; dam of Inconclusive (winner of a N.H. Flat Race; 

also winner over fences and placed 3 times; also winner of a point-to-point 
and placed 4 times), Vincero (winner of a N.H. Flat Race and placed 5 times; 
also winner over hurdles and placed 5 times). 

Sahob: unraced; dam of Dragon Hunter (IRE) (winner over hurdles and placed 
and placed 3 times over fences), Longterm (IRE) (winner of a N.H. Flat Race 
and placed; also placed over hurdles), Tomogatchy (IRE) (placed 3 times over 
fences; also winner of a point-to-point and placed 6 times); grandam of 
Ryanally (IRE) (winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also winner over hurdles). 

Kilteely II: winner over fences and placed; also 7 wins in point-to-points. 
Doddy's Special: winner over fences and placed; also 6 wins in point-to-points. 

Stabled in Box 23 


